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ABSTRACT
PowerPoint and other slideware have the potential to be overused and abused.
Presentations should be tailored using scientifically derived principles in order to maximize
teaching potential. This paper applies the Mayer Multimedia Learning Theory (with its
twelve evidence-based principles of multimedia design) to medical slide show
presentations. The best way to avoid audience boredom or mortification is to adhere to
these precepts. Presentations stand or fall on the quality, relevance, and integrity of the
content. Slide shows should supplement a presentation, and not substitute for it. The key
principles are brevity, cogency and clarity.
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Introduction


It has been mooted that ‘Power Corrupts.
PowerPoint Corrupts Absolutely’ (Tufte, 2003).
PowerPointTM was created in 1984 and later acquired
by Microsoft. This slideware may not only be used
but also overused and abused. However, PowerPoint
and its counterparts are continually utilised to con-
vey information, typically presenting summaries of
research findings, such as abstracts of research
papers. Indeed, PowerPoint is ubiquitous since it is
an integral part of the MicrosoftTM OfficeTM Suite and
researchers are expected to use PowerPoint or
equivalent in order to convey their messages as slide
shows. Scientific research by educational psycholo-
gists is therefore relevant in order to maximise the
utility of this software such that audiences take
away the maximum possible useful information.
PowerPoint presentations, which are multimedia
messages of oral presentation with a graphical slide
background, should therefore be designed in ways
that are consistent with how the human mind works,
using research-based principles.


Multimedia learning theory


Richard E. Mayer (1947–) is an American educational
psychologist who has made significant contributions
to the theory of cognition and learning, especially in
relation to the design of educational multimedia


(Mayer, 2001). His best known contribution is
Multimedia Learning Theory, which proposes that:


1. There are two separate information processing
channels (auditory and visual). This accedes to
Allan Paivio’s notion of Dual-Coding theory,
which posits that the formation of mental
images aids in learning, through verbal associa-
tions and visual imagery. Dual-Coding postulates
that visual and verbal information are both
mentally used to represent information (Paivio,
1969).


2. There is limited channel capacity due to inherent
limitations of the human brain. This accedes to
John Swellers notion of ‘cognitive load’, referring
to to the total amount of mental effort being
used in the working memory (Sweller, 1988).


3. Learning is an active process that involves
filtering, selecting, organizing, and integrating
information.


Mayer’s theory proposes that multimedia presen-
tations of words, pictures, and auditory are dynamic-
ally selected and organized to produce mental
constructs that can be readily comprehended.
Furthermore, the theory suggests that more know-
ledge can be imparted when new information is eas-
ily integrated with prior knowledge. Moreover,
optimal learning occurs when both visual and verbal
materials are presented simultaneously. This is
known the ‘multimedia principle’. However, it is
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disingenuous to assume that the simple admixture
of text and graphics will automatically result in opti-
mal learning. Important design principles come into
play, including the provision of appropriate and
coherent verbal, pictorial information, along with the
careful selection of relevant words and imagery so as
to prevent channel overload.


Mayer’s theory has twelve evidence-based princi-
ples of multimedia design which can be further sub-
divided into principles for reducing extraneous
processing, for managing essential processing and
for fostering generative processing (Table 1).


Relevance to slide shows


This paper will review these twelve points in relation
to their relevance to slide shows pertaining to medi-
cine, and will apply these points practically and with
concrete proposals for more effective presentations.
These suggestions have been gleaned over the years
in preaching how best to use slideshows in both
informal and formal courses, particularly the inter-
national Write a Scientific Paper course, of which the
effective use of PowerPoint is considered a core
topic (Grech, 2017).


Neglect of these fairly simple and common sense
precepts may lead to one of two possible cata-
strophic outcomes: an audience ignoring a speaker,
potentially to the point of nodding off or using their
smartphones or laptops; or an audience that feels
that this is wasted time. These outcomes are usually
due to content failure, not a decoration failure
(Tufte, 2003). A slide show of this nature will not be
forgotten and a speaker may remain judged and
perceived by a single disastrous presentation.
PowerPoint users should, therefore, familiarise
themselves with Mayer’s principles:


The Coherence principle: Audiences learn better
when extraneous words, pictures and sounds are
excluded. This ties in with the Redundancy prin-
ciple: People learn better from graphics and narra-
tion than from graphics, narration and on screen
text. Indeed, a picture may suffice as an aide mem-
oire for the speaker to make a point. In practical
terms, speakers should minimise text, but if text is


necessary, to attempt a word count of up to fifteen
words per slide, and to not exceed four to five lines
per slide, and to use symbols if these will tend to
reduce the word count. In slide shows, this is related
to the Modality principle; graphics and narrations
are better than animation and on-screen text, and to
the Multimedia principle; text and pictures are
superior to text alone. So in summary, in order of
preference, use graphics and add text if necessary
and animations only if absolutely necessary.


Furthermore, speakers should be very careful
when embedding movies in presentations since
there may be issues with links and codec compatibil-
ities. The simplest option is to embed the movie file
in the presentation, an option that PowerPoint pro-
vides, at the cost of inflating the Powerpoint file size.


Slide shows permit a wide variety of slide transi-
tions and effects but coolness is undesirable – a
presentation is not a showcase for a speaker’s IT
skills. Slide transitions should be smooth, if used.
Special effects of all sorts should be avoided,
although the occasional text transition for emphasis
may be effective. Exaggerated effects pertaining to
graphics, such as dramatic entries into slides, are in
poor taste. Random transitions and effects should be
avoided at all costs – the speaker should be in total
control at all times.


Stock PowerPoint themes should be avoided as
these are boring for audiences. Unusual fonts should
be avoided in favour of standard fonts that are easily
readable. Unusual fonts may also give rise to com-
patibility issues although there is a possibility to
embed fonts in a slide show when saving it
(Figure 1). Readability is aided by high contrast, such
as black text with a bold font on a pale background.
If ExcelTM generated graphs are shown, the speaker
should make an effort so as to ensure that these are
not presented in the software’s default colours as
per Figure 2. Three-dimensional graphs generally add
no further information and are more difficult to
grasp during a presentation (Figure 2). Speakers
should stick to simple, two-dimensional graphs
which contain as few elements as possible as dem-
onstrated in Figure 2 which depicts exactly the same
data (and since possible, males and females are


Table 1. Mayer’s 12 principles of optimal multimedia design.
1. Coherence: People learn better when extraneous materials (words, pictures and sounds) are excluded.
2. Signalling: People learn better with cues that highlight the organization of the essential material
3. Redundancy: People learn better from graphics with narration than from graphics, narration and text.
4. Spatial contiguity: People learn better when corresponding words and pictures are presented near other.
5. Temporal contiguity: People learn better when corresponding words and pictures are presented simultaneously.
6. Segmenting: People learn better with user-paced segments rather than as a continuous narration.
7. Pre-training: People learn better when they are primed with the names and characteristics of the main concepts.
8. Modality: People learn better from graphics and narration than from animation and on-screen text.
9. Multimedia: People learn better from words and pictures than from words alone.
10. Personalization: People learn better from multimedia lessons when narration is in informal, conversational rather than formal style.
11. Voice: People learn better when the narration is spoken in a friendly human voice rather than a machine voice.
12. Image: People do not necessarily learn better when the speaker’s image is projected to the screen.
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displayed as blue and pink, respectively). When using
graphics, speakers should avoid stock clipart that
ships with Microsoft OfficeTM and search for alterna-
tives such as with Google image search.


When using unavoidably colourful elements, as in
a graph for example, presenters should ensure that
these are also comprehendible to individual males
who are colour blind.


The Signalling principle: Audiences learn better
when cues that highlight the organization of the
essential material are added. Presentations should
therefore be tailored to audiences. It is a speaker’s
duty to find out beforehand the nature and level of
the audience, and to pitch the presentation accord-
ingly. The cues mentioned in the Signalling principle
are vital to ensure that audiences follow what is
being said. In slide shows, this ties in with the
Segmenting principle: Audiences learn better from
a multimedia lesson that is presented in user-paced
segments rather than as a continuous unit. The pres-
entation should be paced to the audience at hand.
Different audiences naturally have different levels
and rates of comprehension. For example, a presen-
tation related to complex heart disease given to a
group of subspeciality consultants (e.g. paediatric
cardiologists) will be tailored and paced differently
to one given to other consultants (e.g. general med-
ical consultants) or to medical students, even if the
take-home message is identical.


Slide shows should always be laid out in conven-
tional IMRaD format: Introduction – Method – Results
– and – Discussion. Timing is crucial and overrunning
speakers are the bane of chairpersons at meetings.
Speakers should rehearse and pare ruthlessly in
order to adhere to time. However, presenters must
mention all co-authors and acknowledge all who
have helped, including institutions and funding
bodies.


Preparation in all things is crucial. Speakers must
find out where to be well beforehand, plan for a
timely arrival and arrive early with the presentation


in hand. While it is likely that speakers would have
been asked for their presentations beforehand in
order to ensure compatibility, the scouting motto
‘be prepared’ advocates that speakers bring a
backup of their presentation to the venue – just
in case.


The Spatial and Temporal Contiguity principles:
Audiences learn better when corresponding and
complementary words and pictures are presented
near rather than far from each other on the page or
screen, and when corresponding words and pictures
are presented simultaneously rather than succes-
sively. Once again, the nature of the audience is
highly relevant to the complexity of a presentation.
Related points should be presented together in the
show and not distanced by space/time. A spell-
checker should be used and while bullet points may
not allow the use of perfect English, presenters


Figure 2. Avoid stock Excel graphs in default colours (top).
Three-dimensional graphs generally add no further informa-
tion and are more difficult to grasp during a presentation
(middle). Stick to simple, two-dimensional graphs which con-
tain as few elements as possible (bottom).


Figure 1. The Federation font may superficially appear
unique but is less readable than a standard font
(Photograph: David Bryson http://photolibrary.cladonia.co.uk).
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should check their grammar and syntax. Incorrect
spelling/grammar/syntax will make it more difficult
for an audience to comprehend.


The Pre-training principle: Audiences learn bet-
ter from a multimedia lesson when they know the
names and characteristics of the main concepts to
be discussed. The audience should be informed from
the outset as to what the presentation will be about,
the key terms that will be used should be defined,
as well as what it is that the speaker intends to
show and/or prove.


The top priority from the outset is to convince
the audience that it is worth paying attention by
vying for this from the outset, convincing them
that they will not be wasting their time, and that
they have an incentive to listen. Throughout the
presentation, the main points to be driven across
should be used as slide titles, with graphics and/or
short bullets in all presentations as an aide mem-
oire, along with the use of summary slides at key
points if required.


The Personalization principle: Audiences learn
better from multimedia lessons when words are in
conversational style rather than formal style. In slide
shows this is directly related to the Voice principle:
Audiences learn better when the narration is spoken
in a friendly human voice rather than a machine
voice. In practice, the ease with which a speaker
gives a presentation depends on knowledge of the
topic at hand, self-confidence and practice. Indeed,
Ernest Hemingway is said to have averred that
‘courage is grace under pressure.’


A presenter may occasionally need to pause to
gather his or her thoughts, and it is not uncommon
during such instances for the speaker to utter sounds
such as ‘emmee’ or ‘umm’ or ‘aaaaa’ or non sequiturs
such as the word ‘basically’, particularly when com-
mencing a sentence. If a pause is needed, then
silence is perfectly acceptable. Any combination of
the above is unprofessional.


It is crucial to remember that a slide show is not a
teleprompter. A speaker should never read from
screen unless quotes are used, and should never
turn their back to an audience. A comfort monitor is
therefore crucial so that the speaker will be
reminded of the content of the current slide being
displayed. It is human to move and possibly even
walk a few steps away from the comfort monitor,
when space permits. This keeps audiences alert and
a remote ‘clicker’ is very helpful in this regard to
advance slides – a quick glance at a slide often suffi-
ces to launch into the spiel that is relevant to the
slide at hand. While in the Sciences, presenters never
read from a script, in the Humanities, this is norma-
tive as very often, the message depends not only on
what is said but the precise way in which it is
phrased (Grech, 2011).


Speakers should be attired in appropriately and
well groomed. Body language is crucial. Gestures
should not be exaggerated and eye contact should
veer over the entire audience since this too is a
form of nonverbal body language and constitutes
an important sign of confidence and social
communication.


The Image principle: People do not necessarily
learn better from a multimedia lesson when the
speaker’s image is added to the screen. In a conven-
tional slide show, this point is irrelevant as the
speaker is physically present unless the presentation
is given via an online connection. Even in the latter
case, the addition of a window in a corner which dis-
plays the speaker talking during a slide show may
detract listeners’ attention from the content.


Discussion


It has been noted that if care is not taken, a
PowerPoint presentation elevates format over con-
tent, an attitude of commercialism that converts any
slide show into a sales pitch (Tufte, 2003). The soft-
ware also unwittingly encourages an aggressive style
that aids and abets a speaker's dominance over a
captive audience (Tufte, 2003).


Figure 3. A clear title, a subheading and three bullet points.
In this presentation, coloured text was only used in this sin-
gle slide for special emphasis.


Figure 4. Note the paucity of text with just two lines that
identify two of Mayer’s principles with equally brief explana-
tory subpoints.
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The key points are that the emptier the slide, the
easier it is to grasp the relevant message. Elements
should be few and should be spaced out in order to
increase readability. The aircraft engineer Kelly
Johnson (1910–1990) coined the acronym KISS: ‘Keep
it simple, stupid’ as a design principle, one that is
equally applicable to presentations (Rich, 1995).


The following examples of best practice illustrate
some of the points raised in this paper. All of the
slides shown contain brief text in bullet form. This
is because these are just points around which a
speaker is expected to talk, and not text that a pre-
senter is expected to read verbatim. Figure 3 dis-
plays a clear title, a subheading and three bullet
points, and reiterates the point that coolness is
undesirable, implying that the presentation is not
meant to highlight the speaker’s IT skills. In the
presentation in question, coloured text was only
used in this single slide in order to emphasise this
particular point. Figure 4 also demonstrates paucity
of text with just two lines that identify two of
Mayer’s principles, along with subpoints that very
briefly explain the principles. Figure 5 constitutes a
brief set of remarks, with judicious utilisation of
italics to emphasise important points. Figure 6 is
equally brief and the most important injunction is
stated at the end of the slide in bold italics.


Figure 7 defines the title in the first three lines,
states the nature of the problem, and then exhorts
and not just proposes a solution. Since all of these
constitute aide memoires, a speaker could talk
around this final point, for example, by pointing out
that speech is said to be silvery, but silence is
golden. Figure 8 demonstrates how to compare two
slightly different things (in this case, two types of
colour blindness) in two columns.


In conclusion, the precepts laid out in this paper
may be aptly summarised by these two quotations:


� ‘Less is more’ by the famous architect Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe (1886–1969) as a founding
principle in Minimalist design and architecture
(Rossell, 2005).


� ‘Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing
more to add, but when there is nothing left to
take away’ was famously averred by Antoine de
Saint-Exupery (1900–1944) a French writer, poet
and aviator (Smith, 1956).


Presentations stand or fall on the quality, rele-
vance, and integrity of the content. Slide shows
should supplement a presentation, and not substi-
tute for it (Tufte, 2003). The key principles are there-
fore brevity, cogency and clarity.


Figure 5. Note the judicious utilisation of italics to empha-
sise important points.


Figure 6. This is an equally brief slide and its most import-
ant injunction is stated at the end in bold italics.


Figure 7. This slide defines the title in the first three lines,
further defines the problem, and proposes a solution.


Figure 8. This demonstrates how to compare two slightly
different things in two columns.
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Suggested further reading
(Chou, Chang, & Lu, 2015)
(Nowak, Speakman, & Sayers, 2016)
(Blome, Sondermann, & Augustin, 2017)
(Moulton, Turkay, & Kosslyn, 2017)
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